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CEPEC on the Move
Those who look only to the past or present are certain to miss the future.

John F. Kennedy

Director’s Message

Vision

CEPEC Outreach

Welcome to the first edition of CEPEC News which
gives an overview of CEPEC’s progress. A large
project like CEPEC typically requires millions of
dollars to launch. Fortunately, a number of
volunteers provided early development assistance
equivalent to almost one million dollars. This, and
seed funding contributions, allowed a number of
CEPEC studies to be conducted of the target
market, economic and environmental impacts,
site alternatives, layout concepts, business and
strategic opportunities, and open space acquisition
potential.

The CEPEC vision is a worldclass equestrian center where
people will be able to recreate,
compete, watch events, obtain
equine medical services, learn,
view equine art and historic
artifacts, and enjoy open space.

A critical factor in CEPEC’s
progress has been the public
support resulting from its
Outreach Programs. Almost 100
presentations have been given
to private and public service
organizations,
local and
national horse associations, the
County Supervisors the Permit
Department, and state and
national representatives (see
photo below).

Many people have thus helped keep “CEPEC on
the Move.” During a 2011 CEPEC presentation at a
nationally known animal park, the owners said
that if they could have developed their park with
the support and organization of CEPEC, they could
have accomplished in 5 years what has taken them
19.
Mission

The next CEPEC Outreach will be
the Funding Campaign. The goal
for the remainder of the year is
to raise sufficient funds to pay
for the purchase of the land for
the main complex, and initiate
design, engineering, permitting,
and
Environmental
Impact
vision
will
be Report.
I would like to express a big thank you to all those CEPEC’s
who are helping materialize the CEPEC dream, accomplished by providing a
facility and services that meet Immediate funding solicitation
especially:
the needs
of equestrians, will be focused on large private
Ÿ Henry Trione for seed funding
horses,
and
the
public. To meet donations. However, other
Ÿ Carol Molln for providing an office facility
these
goals,
CEPEC
will offer funding sources, such as grants,
Ÿ The Sonoma County Horse Council for initiating
recreational and riding venues corporate sponsorships, and
the project
Ÿ The CEPEC Team for their availability and advice at various competitive levels, foundations may also be
spectator and educational solicited depending on staff
Wanda Smith, Executive Director
opportunities and facilities, and resources.
unique equine medical services.
For additional information on
requesting presentations or
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Making It Happen
In order to prepare CEPEC for
construction, several actions needed
to occur including:
Ÿ Market Research Studies
Ÿ Site Selection
Ÿ Economic Analysis
Ÿ Environmental Analysis
Ÿ Creation of Advisory Team
Ÿ Web Site Creation
Ÿ Geologic Study
Ÿ Non-Profit Incorporation
Ÿ Formation of Board of Directors
Ÿ Pre-permit Review
Ÿ Wetlands Study
Ÿ Fund Raising
Ÿ Land Acquisition
The Market Research was necessary
to determine the viability of CEPEC.
It consisted of phone interviews with
equine related business owners,
focus groups of Western and of
English riders, and an online survey.
The results validated the need for a
world-class equestrian center that
could meet the needs of the public,
equestrians, and horses. The results
were also used to create the site
selection criteria and the facility
specifications.
The Site Selection was initiated by a
review of open spaces in Sonoma
County that appeared to meet the
location criteria. The site that best
met the criteria was the land
between Roblar and Meachem Roads
in an unincorporated areas of
Northern Petaluma.
CEPEC was incorporated as a nonprofit corporation in California in
November 2010 and the Board was
formed in December 2010.

To climb steep hills requires a slow pace at first.

Roblar Road Site

An Economic Analysis was prepared of
the potential impact of CEPEC on the
county economy. The data showed
how revenue could be generated and
the estimated cost required to meet
CEPEC’s goals. An annual county
revenue of $250 million was projected
to be generated when CEPEC is fully
operational.

Shakespeare

A Geology Study was then conducted
of the selected site. It concluded that
the land on the site is sufficiently
stable and suitable for equestrian
facilities and activities. The study also
provided an estimate of water
availability.
A Pre-permit Review was conducted
by the County Permit Department
resulting in many positive and helpful
suggestions to pave the way for
permitting compliance.

A Wetlands Study of the main
complex site will identify seasonal
and permanent streams, creeks, and
ponds and threatened or endangered
species. The study will also determine
A preliminary Environmental Analysis
allowable locations for trails, arenas,
was conducted to identify threatened
and buildings and required mitigation.
or endangered species at the site and
mitigation measures to minimize the
impact of development on their
habitats.
An Advisory Team was formed to
provide professional advice in a variety
of areas including: engineering and
design, ecology and environmental
considerations, education, finance,
equine events, facilities and services,
marketing, and fund raising. For more
information, go to:
www.cepec.us/about us.htm
The Web Site was created to provide an
information resource about CEPEC for
the public and contains updates,
reports, answers to common questions,
an event calendar, a team list, links for
presentation requests, volunteering,
and contributions.
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Wetlands study team with
Wanda Smith and property owner Fred Tunzi

Fund Raising will be initiated at the
completion of the Wetlands Study
and will focus on soliciting funds for
land acquisition and the initialization
of design and permitting.
Land Acquisition will focus on
purchasing the site for the main
complex on Roblar Road. The
remaining parcels can be acquired by
Open Space for CEPEC use because
the ratio of development to open
space on these parcels meets the
Open Space District’s requirements.
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Impacts with Alliances

Businesses once grew by either grass roots or by acquisition. Today they grow through alliances.
Peter Drucker

The goals of CEPEC include providing a variety of opportunities for youth, education, historical preservation, emergency
services, and enhancing the capabilities of organizations that provide all these services. To this end, CEPEC has formed
alliances with several organizations, such as those described below, as well as the Sonoma and Marin County Horse
Councils and the Circle Oak Equine Rehabilitation Center.

One of CEPEC’s most
important
contributions
will be providing unique
opportunities for youth in
grammar and high school
through mentoring and
educational programs. In
this regard, CEPEC has
formed an alliance with
Junior Achievement to
provide shadow programs
to teach youth about the
relevance of education in
the operation of a facility
like CEPEC. The intent of
these programs at CEPEC is
to introduce youth to
opportunities in the equine
industry that they might
not get elsewhere. It will
provide exposure to real
world situations under the
supervision
of
equine
industry professionals.

CEPEC has formed an
alliance with the Red Cross
to
create
a
megaemergency shelter for
horses and people during
disasters such as floods,
fires, and earthquakes.
Emergency centers for
horses and people are
extremely limited in the
county.
Because of its
permanent and temporary
stalls, veterinary center,
and
covered
facilities,
CEPEC will be able to
provide shelter and medical
services. CEPEC can also be
used as a staging center for
people and horses to obtain
transportation to other
shelters.

Since Sonoma County has
an established equine
history,
many
famous
horses, and equine artists,
it seemed appropriate for
CEPEC to provide a facility
to preserve and display its
equine history, artifacts,
and art. CEPEC has formed
an alliance with the
Sonoma County Museum to
enhance
the
county’s
capability to offer these
services. The alliance will
also provide CEPEC access
to the skills and experience
of the Sonoma County
Museum staff in designing
and managing a museum,
its exhibits, and educational
opportunities.
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In addition to the Junior
Achievement
mentoring
program, CEPEC will offer
educational opportunities
for students enrolled in
college level curriculums.
The first academic alliance
has been formed with the
School of Business and
Economics
at Sonoma
State University. Alliances
within other higher level
learning institutions are in
progress. These alliances
will allow students to learn
and intern
in various
divisions within CEPEC
including
business
development, marketing,
event planning, finance,
and human resources.
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The way a team plays as a whole determines its success.

Babe Ruth

A good Board of Directors is critical to the success of any corporation. Members were recruited that had the skills
necessary to provide business guidance in the initial stages of CEPEC development. The skills sought were: business and
land development, land conservation and sustainability, finance, management, grant solicitation, law, and equestrian
recreation. CEPEC was fortunate to be able to find a team with the required skills which formed the Board of Directors
in December of 2010.
President: Jack May has Business degrees from Stanford University and a background in real estate
development in U.S., Europe, and Australia. He has served as a member of the San Francisco Chapter of the
Urban Land Institute, Advisory Board of Lytton Gardens, and Board of Directors of the Palo Alto Housing
Corporation. He is founder and Board President of an Intercultural Relations Institute and a national
education program. Jack owns and operates an organic farm, and a dressage boarding and training facility
in Sebastopol. In his spare time, Jack drives carriage horses.
Vice President: Jennifer Sloan is the Executive Director of the Sonoma County Arts Council overseeing 130
non-profit organizations. She was formerly a marketing consultant for Fortune 500 companies. Her
background includes product development, information and corporate management, marketing, and sales.
Jennifer has served on non-profit boards since 1993 and as Chairperson for fund development, marketing,
and capital campaigns. She is an Arabian horse competitor and raises Arabians on her ranch in Calistoga.
Treasurer: Lyle Smith has an Economics degree from Stanford University. His background is in commercial
and corporate banking and finance. He served as Chief Financial Officer of a manufacturing company and
was responsible for systems development and implementation, real estate development, and financial and
personnel management. He also teaches courses on equine facilities and housing at Santa Rosa JC. Lyle
owns and operates a ranch supply store in Rohnert Park and a Quarter Horse horse ranch in Valley Ford.
Secretary: Sue Buxton is a veterinarian and operates a veterinary center in Sebastopol.
She has a degree in Zoology and a DVM from the School of Veterinary Medicine at the
University of California at Davis. She is an experienced international competitor in 3-day
eventing with the U.S. Olympic Team, and while in college, worked for a Captain of the
U.S. Olympic Team. Sue breeds and trains her horses at her ranch in Sebastopol.
Director: Al Wollenberg is a retired Superior Court judge. He has a B.A. in Economics
and law degree from Boalt Law School at the University of California, Berkeley. Al has
also served on the Board of Directors of various local and national organizations. He
has been a cutting horse competitor and is owner of a Quarter Horse breeding ranch
in Fulton.
Executive Director: Wanda Smith has a M.S. degree in Engineering from Stanford
University and a background in research, product and project development, as well
as ranch management. Her entrepreneurial background includes creating research
centers around the world, founding an international R&D consulting company, and
several start-ups. Wanda has also served on several public and private, profit and
non-profit Boards. She has been a cutting horse competitor for several years.
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We Welcome Your Involvement
Dreams seldom materialize on their own.

Dian Fossey

There are many ways you can get involved in the CEPEC project. Below are some of the contributions people have made
and ways you can help expedite CEPEC development.

Early site layout concepts
(by Quattrocchi Kwok Architects)

Providing venues for CEPEC
exhibits, meetings,&
presentations

Animated 3D modeling
(by Diane Engdahl)

Office headquarters
(contributed by Molln Properties)

You can participate in CEPEC in a variety of ways by providing:
Ÿ Funding
Ÿ Donations
Ÿ Pledges
Ÿ Sponsorships
Ÿ Grant Research & Writing
Ÿ Event Coordination
Ÿ Advertising
Put a decal on your vehicle
Ÿ Volunteering
Ÿ Time
Ÿ Service
To participate, email: director@cepec.us or phone: (707) 541-6091
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Hosting CEPEC TV & radio interviews
(Dana Dirricco hosting
Sonoma County Today TV show)

Displaying CEPEC banners
at businesses and on vehicles

Coming Soon:
Watch for announcement
on the CEPEC web site.

